ARPA Stakeholder Feedback Session  
July 29, 2021 - 2:00PM - 3:30PM  
Chat Box Transcript

From Heather Dodson : Is the Division looking into making the Medication Assistance Training available through an online version?

From Matt Crandall : The Division is indeed looking at making the Medication Assistance Training available online. The Division is at the beginning/planning phases of putting the training together.

From Shannon Meeks : Would the money for case management be used to help the case managers get the extra training, or would the case manager get paid more if they get the extra training?

From Shannon Meeks : Thank You

From Shannon Meeks : I still like the idea of using the money to help clients purchase things like dentures, hearing aides, or glasses. These are needs I run into every month.

From Mitch Tropila to Shirley Pratt(Direct Message) : Thank you so much for this extremely informative ARPA update...Mitch Tropila Easterseals - Wyoming.

From Shirley Pratt : Thank you so much for this extremely informative ARPA update...Mitch Tropila Easterseals - Wyoming.

From Mary Walk : Has this meeting been recorded, to listen if we came in late?